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Name Teen Program Description(s) Summer 
Availability 

Size Limit &  

Brian Kampper: MobileQuest 
207 BETSEY WILLIAMS DR 
WARWICK RI 2889 
Brian@mobilequestadventures.com 
www.mobilequestadventures.com 
401-323-2324 

Intergalactic STEAM Space Station Modified version of 
our children's program with more advanced stations.   

Unavailable 
August 19 -
23 
 

30  
 

Brian Kampper: MobileQuest 
 

Battlebots Time to take those coding skills to the 
MobileQuest Arena. In these program participants will 
modify our Dash robots with balloons, skewers, plastic 
straws, and more as they prepare for battle! 
Participants work together in teams of 3 controlling 
their "battlebot" until the last balloon is popped! 

Unavailable 
August 19 -
23 
 

18 

Brian Kampper: MobileQuest 
 

Laboratory Lockdown Escape Room Penelope Periodic 
has activated the biohazard sensors in the MobileQuest 
Lab and is locked inside. Can you help her figure out 
what she did to set off the sensors and turn off the 
alarm and help her escape? 

Unavailable 
August 19 -
23 
 

18 

Brian Kampper: MobileQuest 
 

Green Screen (1 hour) Future Spielbergs take to the 
"green screen" to create postcards, commercials, and 
mini movies. They could find themselves walking on 
the moon, riding a roller coaster, or giving a book 
report in the setting of their favorite book. We provide 
the green screen, camera and props, participants 
provide the creativity.  

Unavailable 
August 19 -
23 
 

18 

Casey E. Lumb: Feel Good Circus 
1887 Smith Street  
North Providence RI 02911 
casey.lumb@gmail.com 
860-997-5417 
 

Feel Good Circus is an upbeat, fun-filled program that 
entertains, interacts, and gets the audience involved to 
Watch, Learn, Play and Join the Circus! Watch Acacia 
dazzle in a whirlwind of hula hoops, juggle and spin a 
variety of props to feel good music. Learn the skills she 
uses in a-hands on interactive workshop. Play along to 
circus games that are sure to get a laugh, and build 
connections with peers, incorporating the "Universe of 
Stories" theme. Join the Feel Good Circus by 
participating in a Grand Finale Solar System Circle 
where everyone is encouraged to take turns being The 
Star, showing off some new moves/skills they learned 
in the middle of the circle. Finally, we all take a bow 
and give ourselves a round of applause, for 
participating in the Feel Good Circus! 

 20 people is 
ideal. Can 
accommodate 
any size group 

Christine Gallo: Sunflower Kids Yoga 
12 Grove Lane Pascoag RI 02859 
sunflowerkidsyoga@yahoo.com 
508-735-4187 
www.sunflowerkidsyoga.net 

Sunflower Kids Yoga provides a thematic movement 
experience, integrating yoga, music and mindfulness.   
 

 variable 

Dan Berman: Rhode Island 
Computer Museum 
131 Duck Cove Rd 
North Kingstown RI 02852 
dan@ricomputermuseum.org 
401-741-6997 
ricomputermuseum.org 

Ranger: Lunar Lander Robot   The last soft-landing on 
the moon by NASA was in 1972 during the Apollo 17 
manned lunar landing mission. To prepare for Apollo, 
robotic spacecraft equipped with scientific 
instrumentation studied the Moon from 1962 to 1968. 
We will program our Ranger to provided photographic 
coverage of the lunar surface sample the lunar surface.  

 16 students 
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Dave Marchetti: Animal Experiences  
29 Argyle Ave, Riverside RI 02915 
living-systems@cox.net 
401-258-6412 
www.bestanimalexperiencesbydave.
com 

Animal Experiences is a show combining 
fun facts about a number of the animals 
being shown with the opportunity for 
teens and preteens in the audience to 
hold and handle the animals on their own. 
 

 With teens it is no problem 
for me to do a group of 20 to 
30 with just one more adult 
to help supervise the hands-
on time. 
 

Dean Watts: Rising Sun Jiu-Jitsu 
1408 Atwood Avenue 
Johnston Rhode Island 02919 
dean.rsjj@gmail.com 
401-942-5425 
www.rsjj.com 
 
 

Our board-breaking and self-defense 
program teaches simple and safe jiu-jitsu 
skills through fun and interactive drills. All 
students in this program will get to break a 
wooden board. 
 

 For the teen program, every 
child will get to break a 
board, which are in limited 
supply. I recommend under 
12 children but can 
accommodate more, but not 
everyone would be able to 
break a board. 

Desiree Brunton: RI Museum of 
Science & Art (RIMOSA) 
763 Westminster St.                     
Providence Rhode Island 02903 
dbrunton@rimosa.org 
401-272-0404 
www.rimosa.org 
 
 

Space Origami: Is space origami a way to 
pass the time on a trip to Mars, or a cute 
way to fold paper to look like a rocket? 
Actually, neither! Participants in RIMOSA’s 
Space Origami program will learn how the 
principles of origami folding are applied by 
engineers to fit large payloads (satellites) 
into rockets bringing them to space. 
Participants will then experiment with 
packing and folding as they work to fit a 
model satellite into a model rocket. Then 
they will finish the program by making use 
of the “compliant mechanisms” used in 
origami to make their own moving 
structure to take home. 

 25 

Gladys Cole: G.Cole Productions 
940 Quaker Lane 2307                                  
East Greenwich RI 02818 
gladyspawt@aol.com 
401-391-1280 
https://www.facebook.com/gcolepr
oductions/?ref=bookmarks 
 

Introduction to Playwriting for Teens 
This workshop is audience participation 
through theatre games, movement 
exercises, & character development. 
Teens will practice creating characters 
outlines and short scenes. 

 20 
 

Joel Beauchemin: Fiddle N' Fun 
879 Tower Hill Rd.                                 
North Kingstown RI 02852 
jbeauch21@cox.net 
(401)632-6865 
facebook.com/fiddlenfun 
 
 
 

Fiddle N’ Fun presents “Drums, Strings, 
and Other Things”.  For ages 10 and up, 
this interactive workshop will explore 
different genres of music, songwriting, 
and techniques in “jamming”.  Participants 
will also learn about basic acoustics and 
how musical instruments produce 
sound.  Bring your own instrument, or use 
one provided for the workshop.  
 

 Librarians may determine 
size limit based on their 
space restrictions.  
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Maurice Eighme: Circus Dynamics 
1887 Smith St. North Providence RI 
02911 
circusdynamics@gmail.com 
401-323-5480 
www.circusdynamics.com 
 
 
 
 

I will be performing a space-themed juggling and balloon 
show.  I will discuss topics including gravity, planets, stars, 
light, and the vastness of space.  I will present these ideas 
using circus skills including juggling, hula hooping, flag 
spinning, slinky tricks, and balloon twisting. After the show 
I will run a short balloon twisting workshop where the kids 
learn to make their own balloon animal. 
 

 No size 
limit. 
 

Molly Adams: Henna Your Heart Out 
160 Hallville Rd.  
Exeter, RI 02822 
hennayourheartout@gmail.com 
401-741-9129 
 

A fun, hands on program by Henna Your Heart Out shares 
the simple, traditional method of making safe and organic 
henna paste as well as a brief survey of henna's fascinating 
history and traditions.  Temporary henna designs for all 
participants are included, as well as a brief but very 
important and dramatic presentation regarding EASY 
WAYS to avoid the dangers of so called black henna which 
is so often seen at fairs and festivals. An adulterated 
henna paste which contains the chemical PPD, black henna 
may cause severe burns and lifelong sensitivity to anything 
containing this chemical, such as hair dye. Henna artists 
who use all natural, safe henna are easy to spot if one 
knows just a few simple methods. I am easily able to 
create quick designs which relate to popular stories, such 
as celestial objects, lightning bolts, books, garden flowers 
or titles of books.  
 

 10 

Rebecca Killian: Mermaid 
Masterpieces 
185 Gibbs Ave Newport  RI 02840 
bexkillian@gmail.com 
401-297-8274 
facebook.com/mermaidmasterpieces 
 

I teach kids step by step how to paint a painting. I have a 
few cool space paintings too that feature eclipses, space 
ships, constellations, stars, moons and planets. 
 

 14 

Ricky Katowicz: The Rainbow Beard 
Show 
21 South Brookside Ave. North 
Providence RI 02911 
rickykatowicz@gmail.com 
401-256-9707 
https://www.facebook.com/TheRain
bowBeardShow 
 

How To Make a Show: It is easier than ever to create your 
own content and put it on the internet but what kind of 
show do you want to make? What excites you? Have you 
ever made your own characters? What ideas do you want 
to share? In this workshop you will create props, develop 
characters, and write segments that can serve as the 
opening of your own show. You too can be a YouTuber. 
 

  

Shana Groeneveld:  
True Reflections Dance & Fitness 
426 Buttonwoods Ave Warwick  RI 
02889 
Shanag450@yahoo.com 
401-481-6323 
www.TRdancefitness.com 
 

Zumba  12-15 
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Brian Kampper: MobileQuest 
207 BETSEY WILLIAMS DR 
WARWICK RI 2889 
Brian@mobilequestadventures.com 
www.mobilequestadventures.com 
401-323-2324 

MobileQuest is a RI based STEAM education team who 
provide fun and engaging STEAM learning experiences 
for students in grades K-8. Intergalatic STEAM Space 
Station We would provide an "out of this world" 
STEAM experience for participants with 6 space 
stations that include "code the alien robot", Space 
Landing (engineering a space landing shuttle" ,turn the 
lights on complete a circuit to light up the moon.  Ages 
5-10. 

Unavailable 
August 19 -
23 
 

40 
 

Brian Kampper: MobileQuest 
 

Intro to Coding with Dash Robots Participants will be 
given a quick intorduction to our robots and the coding 
program Blockly, and then will have a chance to test 
out their new coding skills! Ages 7-12. 
 

Unavailable 
August 19 -
23 
 

24 

Brian Kampper: MobileQuest 
 

Green Screen (1 hour) Future Spielbergs take to the 
"green screen" to create postcards, commercials, and 
mini movies. They could find themselves walking on 
the moon, riding a roller coaster, or giving a book 
report in the setting of their favorite book. We provide 
the green screen, camera and props, participants 
provide the creativity.  

Unavailable 
August 19 -
23 
 

18 

Casey E. Lumb: Feel Good Circus 
1887 Smith Street  
North Providence RI 02911 
casey.lumb@gmail.com 
860-997-5417 
 

Feel Good Circus is an upbeat, fun-filled program that 
entertains, interacts, and gets the audience involved to 
Watch, Learn, Play and Join the Circus! Watch Acacia 
dazzle in a whirlwind of hula hoops, juggle and spin a 
variety of props to feel good music. Learn the skills she 
uses in a-hands on interactive workshop. Play along to 
circus games that are sure to get a laugh, and build 
connections with peers, incorporating the "Universe of 
Stories" theme. Join the Feel Good Circus by 
participating in a Grand Finale Solar System Circle 
where everyone is encouraged to take turns being The 
Star, showing off some new moves/skills they learned 
in the middle of the circle. Finally, we all take a bow 
and give ourselves a round of applause, for 
participating in the Feel Good Circus! Ages pre-k – 10. 
 

 Space 
permitting, 
about 20 
people is ideal. 
Can 
accommodate 
more 
participants by 
splitting up the 
group into 
different circus 
stations with 
different props. 
Can 
accommodate 
smaller spaces 
by emphasizing 
more time on 
circus games 
and less time 
on circus 
instruction. 

Christine Gallo: Sunflower Kids Yoga 
12 Grove Lane Pascoag RI 02859 
sunflowerkidsyoga@yahoo.com 
508-735-4187 
www.sunflowerkidsyoga.net 

Sunflower Kids Yoga provides a thematic movement 
experience, integrating yoga, music and mindfulness 
with literature.  Our classes can be modified and 
adjusted to fit all age levels and abilities. Ages pre-k -
10. 
 

 variable 
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Dan Berman: Rhode Island 
Computer Museum 
131 Duck Cove Rd 
North Kingstown RI 02852 
dan@ricomputermuseum.org 
401-741-6997 
ricomputermuseum.org 

OZOBOT Robots. The last soft-landing on the moon 
by NASA was in 1972 during the Apollo 17 manned 
lunar landing mission. To prepare for Apollo,our 
Ozobot  robotic spacecraft equipped with scientific 
instrumentation studied the Moon . The Ranger and 
Lunar Orbiter programs provided photographic 
coverage of the lunar surface, and Surveyor landed to 
sample the lunar surface. Instrumentation studied 
the Moon from 1962 to 1968. We will program our 
Ranger to provided photographic coverage of the 
lunar surface sample the lunar surface. Ages 7-9. 

 16 students 

Dave Marchetti: Animal Experiences  
29 Argyle Ave, Riverside RI 02915 
living-systems@cox.net 
401-258-6412 
www.bestanimalexperiencesbydave.
com 

Animal Experiences is the most hands on show you 
will find featuring turtles, lizards, snakes, as well as a 
few small mammals. Ages pre-k -10. 

 No limit.  

Dean Watts: Rising Sun Jiu-Jitsu 
1408 Atwood Avenue 
Johnston Rhode Island 02919 
dean.rsjj@gmail.com 
401-942-5425 
www.rsjj.com 

Our Martial Arts workshop is an interactive 
experience that  involves exercise, learning how to 
block and kick, and teaches children fun ways to 
show confidence and leadership.  Ages pre-k – 10.  
 

 No size 
limit.  

Desiree Brunton: RI Museum of 
Science & Art (RIMOSA) 
763 Westminster St.                     
Providence Rhode Island 02903 
dbrunton@rimosa.org 
401-272-0404 
www.rimosa.org 

Across the Universe in a Stomp Rocket: Have you ever 
wanted to be a Rocket Scientist? Young Engineers will 
reverse engineer a rocket!  We will brainstorm, 
design and build our own stomp rockets from simple 
household materials before we BLAST them off!! 
Ages 7-10. 
 

 28 

Gladys Cole: G.Cole Productions 
940 Quaker Lane 2307                                  
East Greenwich RI 02818 
gladyspawt@aol.com 
401-391-1280 
https://www.facebook.com/gcolepr
oductions/?ref=bookmarks 

Introduction to Children's Theatre 
This program is for children with little to no acting 
experience. Children will play theatre games, 
improvisation techniques, vocal exercises, voice 
articulation, projection techniques, and movement 
exercises. Ages 5-10. 
 

 20 
 

Joel Beauchemin: Fiddle N' Fun 
879 Tower Hill Rd.                                 
North Kingstown RI 02852 
jbeauch21@cox.net 
(401)632-6865 
facebook.com/fiddlenfun 
 

Fiddle N’ Fun is not your typical early childhood music 
class.  In addition to singing, movement, and other 
engaging activities, each session includes Suzuki-style 
instructional routines using simple one-stringed 
instruments; these Fiddlestix are incredibly fun, 
durable, and have been proven to prepare young 
players for learning the violin.   Ages pre-k-7. 

 approximat
ely 80 
children 

Marc Trachtenberg: Rock-a-Baby 
63 Carriage Dr. Lincoln RI 02865 
info@rock-a-baby.net 
(401)524-7113 
http://www.rock-a-baby.net 
 

Rock-a-Baby is an interactive music program for 
infants and toddlers. We dance, play games, sing 
story books, and jam with child-friendly instruments. 
Three musicians introduce the real stars of our show 
– puppets Rhythm, Melody and Harmony. 
 

unavailable 6/30-
7/7, includes 
weekends 
(preferred), 
Fridays, and 
Tuesdays after 
12pm.  

200 
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Maurice Eighme: Circus Dynamics 
1887 Smith St. North Providence RI 
02911 
circusdynamics@gmail.com 
401-323-5480 
www.circusdynamics.co 

I will be performing a space-themed juggling and balloon 
show.  I will discuss topics including gravity, planets, stars, 
light, and the vastness of space.  I will present these ideas 
using circus skills including juggling, hula hooping, flag 
spinning, slinky tricks, and balloon twisting. After the show 
I will run a short balloon twisting workshop where the kids 
learn to make their own balloon animal. Ages pre-k -10.  

 No size 
limit. 
 

Ray Ward: Bwana Iguana Reptile 
Adventure 
14 Everbloom Drive Johnston RI 
02910 
bwanaiguana007@cox.net 
401-943-1594 
www.bwanaiguana.com 

Bwana Iguana Reptile Adventure is a very educational, 
funny, and exciting program that draws the audience into 
the mysterious realm of the reptile. The audience is also 
encouraged to participate and there is always a fun hands-
on experience to be had. Ages pre-k-10. 
 

 No size 
limit. 

Rebecca Killian: Mermaid 
Masterpieces 
185 Gibbs Ave Newport  RI 02840 
bexkillian@gmail.com 
401-297-8274 
facebook.com/mermaidmasterpieces 

I teach kids step by step how to paint a painting. I have a 
few cool space paintings too that feature eclipses, space 
ships, constellations, stars, moons and planets. Ages 6-10. 
 

 14 

Ricky Katowicz: The Rainbow Beard 
Show 
21 South Brookside Ave. North 
Providence RI 02911 
rickykatowicz@gmail.com 
401-256-9707 
https://www.facebook.com/TheRain
bowBeardShow 

Ricky Rainbow Beard is the creator and host of a live 
theater production for children and their families called, 
'The Rainbow Beard Show'. It is equal parts spectacle and 
classroom. Audience participation is encouraged and each 
'Show' features special guests, recurring characters, 
minute-long dance parties, and a celebration of authentic 
feelings. Ages pre-k-10. 
 

 75 

Russ DeSimone: The Magic of Russ 
DeSimone 
1 Netop Drive Providence RI 02907 
russdmagic@gmail.com 
401-640-6453 
alakazamfamily.com 
 
 
 

High energy magic show which blends audience 
participation & comedy with good ole family fun! 'Presto' 
the magic bunny will "appear" to help weave a "Universe 
of Stories" into every show! Ages 5-8. 
 

Unavailable 
the week of 
June 17th 
 

100 

Shana Groeneveld:  
True Reflections Dance & Fitness 
426 Buttonwoods Ave Warwick  RI 
02889 
Shanag450@yahoo.com 
401-481-6323 
www.TRdancefitness.com 
 

Zumbini- Designed for kids ages 0-4 and their caregivers, 
Zumbini combines music, dance, and educational tools for 
45 minutes of can't stop, won't stop, bonding, learning, 
and fun!    Zumba Kids & Zumba kids Jr. - a Rockin', high -
energy dance party, packed with kid-friendly routines. We 
break down steps, add games, activities and cultural 
exploration elements into the class structure.   Zumba kids 
Jr- 4-7yrs  Zumba kids- 7-11yrs 
 

 No more 
than 12-15 
at this age 
for zumba 
kids. No 

more than 
10-12 for 
zumbini 
(parent 

participatio
n is 

required) 

 


